2020 DIXIE BOYS BASEBALL WORLD SERIES

OFFICIAL TWELVE TEAM TOURNAMENT BRACKET

TEXAS
Team A
GM# 1- 10:00AM (3)

FLORIDA
Team B

TENNESSEE
Team C
GM# 2- 10:00AM (1)

GEORGIA
Team D

NORTH CAROLINA
Team E
GM# 3- 1:00PM (3)

SOUTH CAROLINA
Team F

VIRGINIA
Team G
GM#4- 1:00PM (1)

ARKANSAS
Team H

ALABAMA
Team I
GM# 5- 4:00PM (3)

MISSISSIPPI
Team J

LOUISIANA
Team K
GM#6- 4:00PM (1)

STERLINGTON, LA (HOST)
Team L

FIELD KEY
(1) Field #1
(2) Field # 3
(H) Home Team

GM#10- 1:00PM (1) Winner 10
GM#16- 1:00PM (1) Winner 16
GM#19- 7:00PM (1) Winner 19
GM#21- 7:00PM (1) Winner 21
GM#22- 10:00AM
GM#23- NOTE
(If necessary)

DIXIE BOYS BASEBALL
2020 WORLD SERIES
AUGUST 1 - 5, 2020
STERLINGTON, LA

STERLINGTON SPORTS COMPLEX

NOTE: If after Game #21, there are three (3) teams with one loss each, the team having played the most games will receive the Bye in Game #23. If two (2) teams have played the same number of games, they will draw for the Bye. If all teams have played the same number of games, then all will draw for the Bye.

NOTE: Game #23 (If necessary) will start 30 minutes following the conclusion of Game #22.